
   

Dear Members and Residents, 

  

June 7, 2020 

 

Dear Residents & Members, 

  

On Friday, June 5th, we notified you that two of our front of the house 

restaurant employees had been exposed to an individual who tested positive for 

COVID-19 on Thursday. 

  

Both of the employees have been tested and unfortunately one of them has 

tested positive but we have not yet received results for the other. 

  

Members who had known contact with the individual who has tested positive 

were contacted on Friday night via email and asked to get tested and remain at 

home until we had received test results for the impacted employees. While the 

potential risk to our members would be considered low at their point of contact 

with the positive employee, these members should isolate until you have 

received your test results. 

  

As a result of this COVID-19 positive test result we will be taking the following 

actions at The Park Grille:  

1. The Manatee County Health Department will be notified so that they 

may begin contact tracing. 

2. The Park Grille will be closed for a period of up to two weeks while we 

have all food and beverage employees tested and contact tracing is 

performed. 

3. The kitchen, dining rooms and bathrooms will all be sanitized by a 

vendor specializing in restaurant operations. 



 

While the risk is low and the chance of contact remote for our golf, tennis and 

fitness staff, in an abundance of caution we will be taking the following actions 

in Golf and Tennis & Fitness:  

1. The golf course and all related golf operations will be closed for an as of 

yet undetermined length of time while we get all employees tested and 

contact tracing is performed. 

2. All golf tee times and golf groups including golf association play is 

cancelled at least through Friday. 

3. The Golf Pro Shop and the Tennis and Fitness Centre will be closed. 

Email and voicemail will be monitored but there will not be anyone 

taking phone calls live at this point. 

4. The tennis courts will be closed and there will be no tennis available at 

this time. 

5. The Fitness Centre is closed and key fob entry is not available. 

The risk is equally low for the administrative staff but given the fact that there is 

an exchange of printed materials from the restaurant and shared rest rooms 

with the restaurant staff, the administrative staff will be working remotely for a 

similar length of time while we are all tested and contact tracing is performed. 

  

This is an unfortunate and heartbreaking development for all of us employees, 

managers, members and homeowners. We wish the affected employee a speedy 

recovery. 

 

The safe haven we worked so hard to create has been breached temporarily but 

it is our commitment to re-open after all necessary post-closing sanitation, 

testing and contact tracing has been completed to regain and reinforce the trust 

you have always had in our staff and management. 

  

Be safe and stay well, 

 

Laurie Evans                            John Whyte                            Bob Wood 

General Manager                    UPCAI President                   Chairman UPRD  
  

 


